CUT & SPEC SHEET

Powerblanket GROUND
THAWING BLANKETS
®

Powerblanket® Ground Thawing Blankets are electrically-powered, plug-and-go solutions to thaw
and prepare ground in harsh and frozen climates. Cold environments can make pouring concrete,
digging, and trenching difficult, but thawing blankets readily use safe, uniform heat to melt snow,
ice, and frost, and thaw the ground fast. This innovative heating solution can eliminate jobsite
downtime while also lessening labor costs. In addition, these relatively-lightweight thawing
blankets are quick and easy to install and remove even during the toughest weather. These 120-volt
power blankets come in a wide range of sizes and wattages so as to fit any jobsite.

Product Benefits:

Product Features:
High watt density thaws frozen
ground fast

Save big on downtime and labor costs

Melts snow and ice from roofs,
walkways, and construction areas

Eliminate the expense of alternative
thawing services

Quickly removes frost prior to
concrete pour

Quick and easy to install and remove

Thaw 12-18 inches of ground per day

Extend the working season

Prepares ground for cold-weather
digging and trenching
Easily installed and removed
Provides higher heat control when
combined with a thermostatic controller

Available Options
Finished
Dimensions

Heated Area
(sq ft)

Voltage

Wattage
(+-5%)

Amps
(+-5%)

Weight
(lbs)

EH0509 (20 AMP Plug) 5' x 9'

6' x 10'

45

120v

1650

13.75

25

EH0325 (30 AMP Plug) 3' X 25'

4' x 26'

75

120v

2750

22.92

38

EH0310 (15 AMP Plug) 3' x 10'

4' x 11'

30

120v

1100

9.17

15

EH0304 (15 AMP Plug) 3' x 4'

4' x 5'

12

120v

400

15

6

EH0202 (15 AMP Plug) 2' x 2'

2' x 2'

4

120v

95

0.79

3

Powerblanket® Model #

Heated
Dimensions
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The uses of these products are not limited to the above. Local, state or federal authorities should be consulted
the proper use and installation of this product.

